
 

 
 

 
 

 
  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

    

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

   

   

   

Hotel Kabuki 
Establishing and 
Achieving Energy Goals 

Peak Day Pricing 
Case Study 

...the Hotel 
Kabuki yielded 
more than 
3 percent savings 
on their total 
electric bill 
during Peak Day 
Pricing event 
season... 

In May 2010, the Hotel Kabuki elected to participate in Peak Day Pricing. 
They had two goals in mind: the first was to save money on their electricity bill; the 
second was to ensure that while doing so they would not affect their hotel guests’ 
experience. With thorough and thoughtful planning that involved engaging their 
employees in the process, they were able to accomplish both. 

Hotel Kabuki is a 218 room hotel located in midtown San Francisco which has been in 
operation since 1968. The full-service hotel is approximately 210,000 square 
feet including meeting rooms, offices and a restaurant. Their energy demand is typical 
of an average hotel in a coastal climate zone. 

In the 1990’s, Hotel Kabuki began to evolve its energy management plan and installed 
an ozone laundry system; a technology that allows the hotel to wash most of their 
laundry in cold water using ozone to chemically remove soil and bacteria from linens. 
They also completed an interior lighting retrofit with San Francisco Energy Watch, a 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) funded program. These energy efficiency 
efforts helped lower their overall electric use. In May 2010, Hotel Kabuki enrolled in the 
Peak Day Pricing plan agreeing to pay more during summer peak periods on 9-15 Peak 
Day Pricing Event Days each year and less during all other summer periods. 

Developing an Action Plan 
To maximize potential load reduction and capitalize on Peak Day Pricing periods, Hotel 
Kabuki created an action plan designed to save energy and money while minimizing 
the impact on their guests’ experience at the hotel. They changed the hours of several 
departments to end at 2 p.m., including sales, accounting, laundry, and catering. On 
Peak Day Pricing Event Days, employees were given the option to work remotely, come 

• Cut electric
demand by over
40% during
several events.

• >3% savings on
their total electric
bill during event
season.

• Zero customer
complaints
regarding Peak
Day Pricing Event
Day actions.



  

 
 

 
       

 
 

 
  

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

“The savings 
was worth the 
time and effort 
the hotel and 
staff put in. 
With thought, 
planning and 
follow-through, 
it can be done.” 

— Bob Branconi 
Chief Engineer 

Hotel Kabuki 

in at 6 a.m., or take a half-vacation-day. At the beginning of May, hotel management 
engaged employees in this strategy by notifying them all through a letter and 
encouraging feedback on energy reduction strategies. After the first couple of events, 
employees adjusted to the new schedule and looked forward to participating. 

These efforts allowed the hotel to also 
turn off all office electronics, lighting 
and HVAC in the unoccupied employee 
areas. Throughout the building, hotel 
staff shut down all equipment in unused 
meeting rooms. They also raised main 
chilled water settings by 9–10 degrees 
on milder days or 4–5 degrees on the 
hottest days. In addition, the hotel’s 
restaurant turned off exhaust fans 
for walk-in refrigeration condensers. 
Finally, since the restaurant is closed 
for dinner on Monday and Tuesday, the 
hotel was able to further their Peak 
Day Pricing Event Day action plan 
by shutting down everything in the 
restaurant during Monday and Tuesday 
Peak Day Pricing event hours. 

The Results 
Due to Hotel Kabuki’s proactive Peak Day Pricing Event Day plan and aggressive 
execution, they were able to cut their electric demand during several events by over 40 
percent in comparison to their average maximum 2009 summer peak demand. Through 
their diligence, the hotel was able to entirely avoid charges on three Peak Day Pricing 
Event Days with minimal charges on the other days. All summer, they were able to 
optimize around Peak Day Pricing credits earned during summer part-peak and off-
peak periods. The result — the Hotel Kabuki yielded more than 3 percent savings on 
their total electric bill during Peak Day Pricing event season, from May – October 2010. 
Equally notable is the fact that they did not receive a single customer complaint about 
Peak Day Pricing Event Day actions. Hotel Kabuki’s Chief Engineer, Bob Branconi said, 
“The savings was worth the time and effort the hotel and staff put in. With thought, 
planning and follow-through, it can be done.” 

Event Day Planning and Communication 
Can Save You Money 
Hotel Kabuki thought through and implemented changes 
to the way they run their business on Peak Day Pricing 
Event Days and achieved bill savings on Peak Day Pricing 
as a result of their action plan. Your company can do this 
too. Evaluate what options you have to adjust operations 
and employee schedules on Peak Day Pricing Event 
Days. These changes have the potential to significantly 
impact your energy costs by reducing overall demand 
or by shifting that demand to off-peak hours. Once your 
action plan is set, communicate with employees to help 
them understand why it exists. This will enable more 
effective participation in and support of your company’s 
Peak Day Pricing Event Day plan. 
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